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L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE DU CANADA, LIMITEE

ATMOS: UN MODELE DE MIGRATION DES RADIONUCLIDES DANS LfATMOSPHERE

par

S.R. Wilkinson

RESUME

On a mis au point un modele de migration dans 1'atmosphere appele ATMOS pour
le programme devaluation de la surete COSMOS-S/D; on s'en sert dans les
scenarios concernant la contamination atmospherique.

C'est un modele gaussien de panache a un seul vent, rendu plus general par
les renselgnements de la rose des vents et calculant les facteurs de
concentration dans 1'air au niveau du sol en un point recepteur commun pour
chacune d'un certain nombre de sources. Ces facteurs multiplient la force
de la source, calculee ailleurs, pour obtenir les concentrations reelles de
radionuclides en suspension dans l'air.

Le modele presente dans le present rapport est une version amelioree du
modele original. II tient maintenant compte de la surface de la region
d'origine ainsi que de la baisse de concentration du panache par les
mecanismes de depot sec et humide.
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ABSTRACT

For use with scenarios involving airborne contamination, an
atmospheric transport model called ATMOS has been developed for
the safety assessment code COSMOS-S/D.

It is a one-wind Gaussian plume model, made more general using
wind-rose information, that calculates ground-level air
concentration factors at a common receptor point for each of a
number of sources. These multiply a source strength, calculated
elsewhere, to obtain the actual airborne radionuclide
concentrations.

The model presented in this report is an improved version of the
original. Accounting is now made of area of the source region,
and plume depletion by both wet and dry deposition mechanisms.
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ATMOS: A MODEL OF RADIONUCLIDE MIGRATION IN THE ATMOSPHERE

S.R. Wilkinson

1. INTRODUCTION

The atmosphere is a pathway by which contaminant could be
transported quickly, and with the possibility of affecting many
people. For use with scenarios involving airborne contamination,
an atmospheric transport model called ATMOS has been developed
for the safety assessment code COSMOS-S/D (1). The model
presented in this report is an improved version of the original
ATMOS (2 ) .

2. MATHEMATICS AND ASSUMPTIONS OF THE ONE-WIND GAUSSIAN PLUME

Much of the coding for ATMOS was taken from the atmospheric
transport routines, collectively known as AIRTRM, of the
assessment code PRESTO2 (3), which in turn had been taken from
the atmospheric transport code ATM (4).

The model is described briefly as a one-wind Gaussian plume model
that calculates ground-level air concentration factors at a
common receptor point, from a number of sources. These factors
have units of contaminant concentration per unit rate of
contaminant becoming airborne.

To begin the model development, one assumes that a plume of
contaminant travels in the x-direction with no constraints. The
concentration of contaminant q(x,y,z) is represented by the
Gaussian

where: Q - source strength (Bq/s);
u - windspeed in x-direction (m/s);
ov - lateral dispersion parameter (m);
ax - vertical dispersion parameter (m).

To model ground-level concentrations arising from a plume
released at x=0 and z=h, one notes that there is a boundary at
z=0 where lies the ground surface. This boundary condition can
be satisfied by considering an image source of strength Q at x=0
and z=-h. The ground-level concentration q(x,y) is the sum of
the contributions of these two sources, which is written as



It Is convenient for ATMOS to use the ground-level concentration
averaged over the width of a sector with angular width 8, apex at
the source, and bisected by the x-axis. This can be calculated
by first assuming that, for 6 small and x large, the sector width
is equal to the product x8. This averaged ground-level
concentration q(x) can be written as

. 2._ 2 . xe/2 . 2 /o 2

x 9 J-x9/2 ay

One now assumes that the plume is essentially contained within
the sector so that the limits of the integral in [2.3] can be
extended to infinity without loss of accuracy. Noting that

f i y dy = (2K)* , [2.4]
~ -oo y

the sector-averaged ground-level concentration of [2.3] can be
expressed as

3. PLUME DEPLETION PROCESSES

Some of the contaminant arising from the source is removed from
the plume by radioactive decay while airborne, or by wet or dry
deposition onto the ground surface or vegetation, upwind of the
receptor point. The contamination remaining airborne at the
receptor is that from which the ground-level air concentration is
calculated.

Loss of material from the plume is modelled by considering the
source strength Q to decrease with distance between the source
and receptor. The processes causing these source strength
decreases are all modelled in a similar way.

A ground-directed deposition velocity v«s, brought about by
gravity if the contaminant is particulate or by downward
diffusion if the contaminant is gaseous, is used to model dry
deposition. If the contaminant consists of dust particles, for
example, that have been released at a height ho with respect to
the receptor point, these will fall with a certain deposition
velocity va induced by gravity. This gives the dust plume a tilt
that intersects ground level at some distance downwind. An
effective height h is therefore used in ATMOS and represented by
the expression



h = h - x v / u . [3.1]
o g

The reduction of source strength due to plume losses is expressed
by the equation

dx
- - v a ( x ) - _ (2.)* d e'h/2crz [3 21" vd q U ) " V xea u e Z ' l3'2]

where [2.5] was used in substitution, and [3.1] is noted.
Equation [3.2] is a first-order ordinary differential equation
for Q. If the boundary condition is given as follows:

Q = Q a t x = 0 [3.3]
o

where QQ - true source strength (Bq/s),

then the solution of [3.2] is

Q = Qo e"*
(x) [3.4]

where: «(x) = {-)* •£• ! J— e~h / 2 c r z dx . [3 .5 ]
K eu , Q xaz

The processes of wet deposition and decay are modelled according
to the expression

Q = Q Q e ^ + 5 ) X / U [3.6]

where: )l - washout constant (/s),
5 - radioactive decay constant (/s),

and x/u represents the time from release (varying with distance)
of the plume material.

For many radionuclides, the effect of decay is much smaller than
the effects of deposition, but decay is included in the model
since this information is already available in COSMOS. A value
for the washout constant \l is obtained from an empirical
relationship based on the average rainfall rate.

Summarizing all the above, the effective source strength used for
calculating ground-level air concentrations in ATMOS is given by

Q - QQ e * <
x ) ^ + 5 ) x / u , [3.7]

with definitions as given above.



4. ATMOSPHERIC CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT IN ATMOS

The model used in ATMOS is developed by considering the one-wind
model given by equation [2.5], and applying information available
from wind-rose observations, considering physical processes
relevant to the plume contaminant, and treating ground-level area
sources.

A wind probability factor fid* can be derived from wind rose
data, where the subscripts represent stability type (subscript
i), wind direction (subscript j), and windspeed (subscript k).
The domain of each of these quantities is divided into a number
of intervals, and the probability of occurence of a given
interval appears as an entry of a frequency table. The
partitioning is described as follows:

1. Wind stability is partitioned into the six Pasquill
stability classes A through F, which range from very
unstable to very stable.

2. Directions in ATMOS are partitioned into sixteen sectors,
one sector for each point of the compass, by setting 6 equal
to the radian equivalent of 22.5°: one-sixteenth of a
circle.

3. Windspeed is usually partitioned into six intervals, each
represented by a mean velocity denoted by u*.

In ATMOS, the value for ho of [3.1] is usually taken as unity for
ground-level sources, unless a ridge between a source and the
receptor should raise the plume. The value for ho would then be
the height of the ridge. If a release from a stack were wanted,
then ho would equal the height of the stack corrected for
buoyancy effects.

The area of the source region is taken into account by extending
the source-to-receptor distance x to a virtual point source a
distance x' from the receptor, given by

x ' = x + w/ 8 , [4.1]

where: w - width perpendicular to windspeed direction or
diameter (m) of the area source;

8 - angular width (radians) of the wind direction
sector, set to the equivalent of 22.5°.

The width across which the plume is averaged is thus wider at the
receptor point, so that the plume concentration is smaller as a
result of this additional lateral dispersion.



In summary, the long-term averaged value for the sector-averaged
concentration at ground level from an area source, here denoted
as q, is

q(x)
£iik

zi [4.2]

where : f
h
Q
u*

wind probability factor;
effective height (m) of release (see [3.1]);
effective source strength (Bq/s) (see [3.7]);
mean transport windspeed (m/s) of class k,
distance (m) from receptor to a virtual point

source representing the area source (see
[4.1]);

angular width (radians) of the wind direction
sector, set to the equivalent of 22.5°;

vertical dispersion parameter (m) for stability
class i.

The quantities h, Q and
therefore the value
ATMOS.

± are both functions of x in general,
not x1, is used in their calculation in

5. ASSUMPTIONS INTRODUCED IN WIND-ROSE DATA

Using a simple executive routine to run ATMOS in a stand-alone
fashion, predictions of the first version of ATMOS were compared
with those of the code ATM. These were found to agree to within
a factor of two or three, which is the error expected in
modelling long-term atmospheric transport in general. Since the
relevant modelling in both codes is the same, the differences in
predictions are thought to be the result of the reduced wind data
used in ATMOS, described below.

Data for both codes were taken from a test case supplied with ATM
documentation. The wind-rose information given in this data set
consisted of numbers ranging between zero and unity contained in
sixteen tables of six rows and six columns, or 576 numbers, for
each of 14 months.

Such detail in wind-rose data is not usually available. To
simplify, a reduced wind probability factor to be used in [4.2]
was found by breaking it down into three factors, such that

f.
ijk si dj uk

15.1]

where: the probability at any time that the stability
class occupies partition i,

the probability at any time that the wind
direction occupies partition j,



fa* - the probability at any time that the windspeed
occupies partition k.

To simplify further, averaging over the months of the year was
made to obtain annual averages. The resulting data set used for
the comparison therefore consisted of three tables: sixteen
numbers for directions, six numbers for windspeeds, and six
numbers for stability classes; a total of 28 numbers. Such data
have been obtained for CRNL conditions, while the more detailed
information would likely require long-term measurements.

While having the advantage of being easily obtained for many
locations, the strong disadvantage of the reduced wind-rose data
is that any correlations among the factors of [5.1] are lost. It
seems reasonable to assume, for example, that high winds blow
from certain directions and tend to be more unstable. The
reduced wind information, being less detailed, ignores these
correlations.

6. STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF ATMOS

The model ATMOS as it appears in COSMOS-S/D consists of six
subroutines, the functions of which are listed below.

1. ATMOS, the central subroutine, calculates ground-level
concentration factors in air at a single receptor point,
from a number of sources.

2. DPLETE, called by ATMOS, computes a deletion correction
factor that accounts for plume depletion due to radioactive
decay, and wet and dry deposition losses.

3. FALL, called by ATMOS, calculates the wetfall deposition
factor.

4. SIGMAZ, called by both ATMOS and DPLETE, calculates the
vertical dispersion coefficient a.*, using the Hosker
equations (5).

5. WASH, called by ATMOS, calculates the wetfall deposition
coefficient.

6. YLAG performs Lagrangian interpolation in SIGMAZ.

The routine ATMOS is called once only to calculate ground-level
air concentration factors for each source. Any variations with
time in air concentration are assumed to be due entirely to
variations with time in the source strength (ie. rate of
contaminant becoming airborne). When a source strength is
calculated, the subroutine PNEUMA is called, in which the source
strength is multiplied by the ground-level air concentration



factor from ATMOS to obtain the actual concentrations for use
with food-chain calculations.

7. ATMOSPHERIC SUSPENSION PROCESSES

Atmospheric suspension processes appear in other parts of the
COSMOS-S/D code, rather than in ATMOS. For this reason, specific
models of atmospheric suspension of contaminant are not discussed
here. A general description of some of these processes, their
apparent importance, and current progress in developing such
models is presented in this section.

A source currently of major concern involves volatile compounds
containing radioactive elements, such as tritiated water, that
could evaporate from lakes, rivers, and even wet ground.

Another process that may be important involves contamination that
can be assimilated biologically, such as tritium or carbon-14.
Biota within the vault, for example, could produce gases
containing these substances, such as water vapor, methane, and
carbon dioxide. As another example, plants and trees that have
taken up radionuc1 ides through their roots could release
contamination in the release of pollen, or in the release of
smoke and ash from a forest fire. Considering that the planned
disposal facility at CRNL is located in a forested area, and
probably will contain these isotopes, scenarios involving these
processes would need to be considered.

A frequently considered atmospheric source involves the wind-
driven suspension of surface soil. This process is modelled by
considering saltation and suspension of soil particles, or by
using empirically-derived relations, such as the Wind Erosion
Equations for agricultural lands. Both of these methods,
however, assume bare soil surfaces and tend to greatly
overestimate suspension from forests, lakes and wetlands where
one expects radionuclides to emerge in groundwater discharge.
Also, soil suspension in a forested area is effectively
nonexistent (6).

8. DATA REQUIREMENTS

Data required by ATMOS can be divided into four different sets:

1. Wind-rose data appear as data statements in the subroutine
ATMOS. Since this information is site-specific, other data
statements must be substituted in order to model different
sites. Information is available for CRNL weather conditions
(7).



2. Properties of the terrain, also site-specifxc, also appear
in a data statement of the subroutine ATMOS. These consist
of a ground-cover factor for the deposition velocity
calculation, and a terrain-roughness parameter for the
Hosker dispersion calculation.

3. Source-receptor information consists of the distance between
each source and the receptor point, and a direction to a
given source with respect to the receptor point, expressed
as a point of the compass (ie: N, NNE, NE, ENE, E, etc).
These are supplied as input by the user for each source.

4. Information about each source, describing changes in the
plume height with distance, is supplied directly as input.
The value for release height ho is taken to be unity for use
in COSMOS-S/D, but it would be set equal to the stack height
in other applications. Two other parameters describing the
form of contaminant as gas, particulate, or contaminated
soil particles, are entered as input.
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